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PI and PID controllers continue to be popular methods in industrial applications. It
is well known that linear PI and PID controllers result from the application of model-
based controller design methods to linear first- and second-order systems. It is shown
that nonlinear PI and PID controllers result from the application of nonlinear controller
design methods to nonlinear first- and second-order systems. As a result, the controllers
resulting from nonlinear model-based control theory are put in a con®enient form, more
amenable to industrial implementation. Additionally, the quantities used in the con-
troller are useful for monitoring the process and quantifying modeling error. Chemical
engineering examples are used to illustrate the resulting control laws. A simulation ex-
ample further demonstrates the performance of the nonlinear controllers, as well as
their useful process monitoring quantities.

Introduction

PI and PID controllers continue to be popular methods for
controlling industrial processes, due to their simplicity in im-
plementation and understanding. In general, as can be sur-
mised from the names, a PI controller possesses proportional
and integral action, and a PID controller possesses propor-
tional, integral, and derivative action. The standard PI and
PID transfer-function forms that are usually presented in

Ž .textbooks such as Stephanopoulos, 1984 are

u s 1Ž .
sk 1q 1Ž .c ž /e s � sŽ . I

u s 1Ž .
sk 1q q� s , 2Ž .c Dž /e s � sŽ . I

where u is the manipulated input, e is the error signal, s is
the Laplace transform variable, and k , � , and � are thec I D
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tunable parameters of the controller. Viewed in its most ba-
sic form, these controllers are simply a linear combination of

Ž .the 2 or 3 modes of action. The inclusion of integral action
necessarily implies that both controllers are dynamic systems;
in a state space representation, there will be a state associ-
ated with the controller.

In practice, there are several variations of Eqs. 1 and 2
that can be used. For example, the derivative mode of a PID
controller may be a numerical derivative, or a filtered value

Žto prevent the amplification of noisy signals Stephanopoulos,
.1984; Morari and Zafiriou, 1989; Ogata, 1990 . It may be the

derivative of the error signal, or the derivative of the mea-
sured output, to prevent step changes in the setpoint value

˚Žfrom directly effecting the derivative Astrom and Witten-¨
.mark, 1990 . The controllers shown in Eqs. 1 and 2 operate

solely on the error signal. It is also possible to operate differ-
ently on the setpoint value and the measured output. Such a
case would be if the derivative was in terms of the measured

˚Žoutput only and not based on the error signal Astrom and¨
.Wittenmark, 1990; Ogata, 1990 . If the controller is solely de-

pendent on the error signal, it can be called an error-feed-
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back controller, or a one-degree-of-freedom controller. If the
control action depends on both the error and the output
measurement, it is a mixed error�output feedback controller,

Ž .or a two-degree-of-freedom controller Kailath, 1980 .
The application of linear model-based controller synthesis

methods to linear first- and second-order models can also give
rise to a controller of the form of Eq. 1 or 2. As shown in

Ž . Ž .Rivera et al. 1986 , an internal model controller IMC de-
rived from a first-order linear model is exactly a linear PI
controller, and an IMC controller derived from a linear sec-
ond-order model is exactly a linear PID controller. The re-
sulting controller, while of the form of Eq. 1 or Eq. 2, has the
controller gains, k � , and � , as a function of the modelc I D
parameters and one tunable parameter, which is the closed-
loop time constant. Thus, a direct connection can be estab-
lished between model parameters and controller tuning.

In order to achieve tighter closed-loop control of nonlinear
processes, it is natural to generalize Eqs. 1 or 2 and develop
nonlinear PI and PID controllers. One way would be to add
higher-order terms of the error and integral of the error to
the control law. Another way suggested in prior work is to
make the controller parameters functions of the error
Ž .Cheung and Luyben, 1980 , or PID parameter scheduling
Ž . Ž .Rugh, 1987 , or both Jutan, 1989 . In general, many differ-
ent types of controllers can be classified as nonlinear PI or
nonlinear PID, as long as the resulting controller can be
shown to possess proportional, integral, and possibly deriva-
tive action. There is no particular form that has become stan-
dard in the literature.

The present work focuses on the development of nonlinear
model-based controllers from nonlinear first- and second-
order models. This will include nonlinear processes that are
exactly first or second order, as well as those processes for
which a reasonably accurate low-order model exists and is

Žfirst or second order Lindskog and Ljung, 1994; Ogunnaike
et al., 1994; Balasubramhanya and Doyle, 1995; Pearson and

.Ogunnaike, 1996 . In particular, it is shown that the resulting
model-based controllers are exactly nonlinear PI and PID
controllers, respectively. These results are in the same spirit

Ž .as those of Rivera et al. 1986 , for linear systems. The rela-
tion between the model parameters and the controller gains
is directly shown, and the tuning of the resulting nonlinear PI
or PID controller will be in terms of the closed-loop time
constant. The resulting controllers also bring general nonlin-
ear controller synthesis to a form that is directly applicable in
practice. Furthermore, the terms used in calculating the con-
trol action enable the generation and the on-line evaluation
of residual quantities that are directly applicable in monitor-
ing not only the process but also the magnitude of error in
the process model upon which the controller is based.

This work begins with the application of nonlinear con-
troller synthesis methods to nonlinear first-order models,
which results in nonlinear PI controllers. A similar develop-
ment, starting with nonlinear second-order models and re-
sulting in nonlinear PID controllers, is then presented. Issues
arising at the implementation stage, including process moni-
toring, on-line measures of model error, and example appli-
cations to chemical engineering processes are then discussed.
Finally, a CSTR with a nonelementary exothermic reaction is
used to demonstrate the closed-loop performance of the pro-
posed nonlinear controllers.

Model-Based Synthesis of Nonlinear PI Controllers
In developing general nonlinear controller synthesis algo-

rithms, it is common to begin with a general representation
of nonlinear systems. A standard control-affine state-space
representation is generally used, and several results are avail-
able in the literature for the application of nonlinear model-
based controller synthesis methods on models of this form
ŽIsidori and Ruberti, 1984; Kravaris and Kantor, 1990; Be-
quette, 1991; Kravaris and Arkun, 1991; Allgower and Doyle,¨

.1996 . However, an interpretation of these general results in
terms of controller structures that are more commonly used
in practice is desirable.

In synthesizing nonlinear PI controllers from a nonlinear
first-order dynamic model, it is convenient to express the
model in terms of a single equation, where the scalar output
y is the dependent variable. It is further helpful to use a model
where the coefficient of the scalar input u is equal to 1. In
this work, first-order models of the form

dy
M y qN y su 3Ž . Ž . Ž .

dt

will be used as a starting point. It is important to note that all
nonlinear control-affine first-order models with well-defined
relative order can be put in the form of Eq. 3. In this repre-
sentation, the steady-state behavior of the process is cap-

Ž . Ž .tured entirely by N y , and the function M y is related solely
to the dynamics of the process. These two functions will prove
useful in later sections, where using the model for on-line
process monitoring is discussed. For the special case where
Ž . Ž .M y s�rk and N y s yrk, the first-order model becomes

the standard linear first-order model expressed in terms of a
static gain, k, and a time constant, � , which is used as the

Ž .basis for deriving linear PI controllers in Rivera et al. 1986 .
Consider the nonlinear first-order process described by Eq.

3 and the problem of synthesizing a feedback controller with
the following specifications:
Ž .1 Controller must be first order;
Ž .2 Controller must possess integral action;
Ž .3 Controller must induce the linear closed-loop dynamics

dy
� q ys y , 4Ž .cl spdt

where � is the time constant of the closed-loop systemcl
Ž .tunable parameter .
A general nonlinear controller synthesis method, such as

Ž . Žglobally linearizing control GLC Kravaris and Chung, 1987;
.Daoutidis and Kravaris, 1992 can be used for this purpose.

When an open-loop state observer is used in the GLC struc-
ture, the resulting controller reduces to a model state-feed-

Ž .back controller Kravaris et al., 1994, 1998 . When applied to
Eq. 3, this synthesis method results in the following con-

Žtroller that meets the specifications just given see the Ap-
.pendix for derivation

dy eˆ
s

dt �cl

e
usM y qN y , 5Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ

�cl
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where es y y y is the error. The state of the controller y isˆsp
the integral of the error scaled by the closed-loop time con-
stant � . The controller given by Eq. 5 thus has integral ac-cl
tion, and since the error appears explicitly in the calculation
of the manipulated input, it also has proportional action.
Since the only input in Eq. 5 is the error signal, this con-
troller is a one-degree-of-freedom nonlinear PI controller.

Before proceeding, it is important to note two other as-
Ž .pects of the state of the controller Eq. 5 . First, from Eq. 4,

the desirable closed-loop input�output behavior is

y y ydy sp
s . 6Ž .

dt �cl

Thus, the controller state y represents the precalculated evo-ˆ
lution of the output in closed-loop. Additionally, the control

Ž .law Eq. 5 forces y to match with y so that the closed-loopˆ
dynamics follows Eq. 4. Notice that this happens after cancel-
lation at the process modes. Indeed, combining Eq. 3 with
Eq. 5 results in

dy dŷ
M y qN y sM y qN y , 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ

dt dt

from which y will asymptotically approach y, with the speedˆ
Ž .of the dynamics Eq. 3, as long as the dynamics Eq. 3 is

stable.
The application of the same nonlinear controller synthesis

method to a linear first-order process in standard form re-
sults in the linear controller

u s � 1Ž .
s 1q , 8Ž .ž /e s k� � sŽ . cl

when put in transfer-function form. By comparing Eq. 8 with
Eq. 1, it can clearly be seen that this is a standard linear
one-degree-of-freedom PI controller with gain k s�rk�c cl
and reset time � s� . The resulting controller, Eq. 8, is iden-I

Ž .tical to the one derived by Rivera et al. 1986 using the IMC
method.

If it is desired that the location of the zero-pole cancella-
tion be arbitrarily assigned instead of having it at the process
mode, an alternative solution to the posed synthesis problem
can be obtained. This can be accomplished using the GLC

Žsynthesis method Kravaris and Chung, 1987; Daoutidis and
. ŽKravaris, 1992 and results in the following controller see

.the Appendix for derivation

dy eˆ
s

dt �cl

e yy yˆ
usM y q qN y , 9Ž . Ž . Ž .

� �cl c

which has two tunable parameters, � and � . The state ofcl c
the controller represented by Eq. 9 is exactly the same as the
state of the controller represented by Eq. 5; it is therefore
proportional to the integral of the error and represents the

precalculated evolution of the output that the controller is
trying to enforce. The controller clearly has both integral and
proportional action. Notice, however, that both the error and
the measured output directly enter the calculation of the ma-
nipulated input. Therefore, this control law is mixed error-
output feedback, or a two-degree-of-freedom nonlinear PI
controller.

With the controller given by Eq. 9, the closed-loop system
follows the dynamics

y y ydŷ sp
s

dt �cl

y y ydy yy yˆsp
s q , 10Ž .

dt � �cl c

from which

d 1
yy y sy yy y , 11Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ

dt �c

and therefore y will asymptotically approach y with timeˆ
constant � . Thus, the tunable parameter � measures thec c
‘‘hidden dynamics’’ of the closed-loop system, or, stated an-
other way, the closed-loop system has a zero-pole cancella-
tion at y1r� .c

The application of the same nonlinear controller synthesis
method to a linear first-order process in standard form re-
sults in the linear controller

� 1 � 1 1
u s s 1q e s y y y s , 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /k� � s k � �cl c c

when put in transfer function form. This would be exactly the
same result as if one were to design a controller via polyno-

Žmial equations and solve a Diophantine equation Kailath,
.1980 for the given specifications of closed-loop input�output

behavior and zero-pole cancellation. The two-degree-of-free-
dom controller has proportional and integral action in the
error, but only proportional action in y. When the process is
unstable, the P-action in y can be interpreted as a prestabi-
lizing inner loop that shifts the pole to y1r� , and the PI-ac-c
tion in the error as an outer loop that enforces the desired
trajectory. Notice also that if � is selected to equal � , thec

Ž .controller Eq. 12 becomes identically equal to that of Eq. 8.
It has been shown in this section that if a general nonlinear

controller synthesis method is applied to a nonlinear first-
order process model, a nonlinear PI controller will naturally
result. A slight variation of the method can yield either a
one-degree-of-freedom controller, where a zero-pole cancel-
lation will occur at the process mode, or a two-degree-of-
freedom controller, where the zero-pole cancellation can be
arbitrarily assigned. The closed-loop time constant is a tun-
able parameter, which may be selected in a manner con-
sistent with standard performancerrobustness trade-offs. The
model parameters, or nonlinear functions, will automatically
appear in the control law in a physically meaningful way. The
resulting nonlinear controllers are directly linked to the pro-
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cess, yet are easily understandable in the context of standard
linear PI controllers and can be implemented within the same
framework. These points and the applicability of the con-
troller quantities for process monitoring will be discussed in
the context of more specific chemical engineering processes
in a later section.

Model-Based Synthesis of Nonlinear PID
Controllers

While nonlinear PI controllers arise naturally from nonlin-
ear first-order process models, in this section it will be shown
that nonlinear PID controllers arise naturally from nonlinear
second-order process models of relative order 2. A general
second-order nonlinear control-affine model of relative order
2 can always be expressed in terms of a second-order differ-
ential equation of the form

dy d2 y dy
M y , qN y , su 13Ž .2ž / ž /dt dtdt

Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..The functions M y, dyrdt and N y, dyrdt can most eas-
Žily be calculated by putting the system in normal form Isidori,

.1989; Nijmeijer and van der Schaft, 1990 through a coordi-
nate transformation, converting the normal form into a sec-
ond-order differential equation, and rearranging the coeffi-
cients. Notice that the steady-state behavior is captured by
Ž .N y, 0 and that the part of the model described by
Ž Ž ..M y dyrdt is solely related to the dynamics of the process.

Ž Ž .. 2For the special case where M y, dyrdt s� rk and

dy y 2�� dy
N y , s q ,ž /dt k k dt

the second-order model becomes the standard linear
second-order model expressed in terms of a static gain k, a
time constant � , and a damping factor � , which is used as a

Ž .basis for deriving linear PID controllers in Rivera et al. 1986 .
Consider the nonlinear second-order process described by

Eq. 13 and the problem of synthesizing a feedback controller
with the following specifications:
Ž .1 Controller must be second order.
Ž .2 Controller must possess integral action.
Ž .3 Controller must induce the linear closed-loop dynamics

d2 y dy
� �� � q � q� q ys y 14Ž . Ž .cl cl cl cl sp2 dtdt

where � and � � are the closed-loop time constantscl cl
Ž . �tunable parameters . In the limit as � ™0, the closed-loopcl
dynamics in Eq. 14 will approach the one described by Eq. 4.
This limiting case will also be considered and will lead to
ideal derivative action.

A solution to the posed problem can be derived using the
GLC synthesis method in the form of the model state-feed-

Ž .back structure Kravaris et al., 1994, 1998 . When applied to
ŽEq. 13, this structure results in the following controller see

.the Appendix for derivation

dŷ
s ŝ

dt

� � � ds eˆcl cl
s y s 15Ž .ˆ� �� q� dt � q�cl cl cl cl

e
y ŝ�� q�cl cl

usM y , s qN y , s .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ�
� �cl cl

�� q�cl cl

One state of the controller s represents the result of filteringˆ
Ž �.the time-scaled error er � q� with filter time constantcl cl

Ž �. Ž �.� � r � q� . The other state of the controller y is ex-ˆcl cl cl cl
actly the integral of s. Therefore, y is the integral of theˆ ˆ
filtered error scaled by the sum of the closed-loop time con-
stants � q� �. Furthermore, from Eq. 14, the desirablecl cl
closed-loop dynamics of the output follows

dy
s s

dt
� y y y� � ds spcl cl

s y s. 16Ž .� �� q� dt � q�cl cl cl cl

Thus, the controller states y and s represent the precalcu-ˆ ˆ
Ž .lated evolution of the output y and its derivative ss dyrdt ,

which the controller is trying to enforce. The controller given
by Eq. 15 has integral and derivative action, and since the
error appears explicitly in the calculation of the manipulated
input, it also has proportional action. The only input into Eq.
15 is the error signal, therefore this controller is a one-de-
gree-of-freedom nonlinear PID controller.

It is interesting to examine the limiting case � �™0. In thiscl
Ž .case, the time constant of the second-state equation Eq. 15

Ž �. Ž �.� � r � q� ™0, and therefore s™ er� . Moreover,ˆcl cl cl cl cl

e � � � ds 1 deˆcl cl
y s s ™ ,ˆ� �ž / ž /� q� � q� dt � dtcl cl cl cl cl

Ž .and the controller Eq. 15 tends to

dy eˆ
s 17Ž .

dt �cl

e 1 de e
usM y , qN y , ,ˆ ˆž / ž /� � dt �cl cl cl

which is an ideal one-degree-of-freedom nonlinear PID con-
troller, as opposed to Eq. 15, which has filtered derivative
action.

Note that with the controller represented in Eq. 15 or Eq.
17, the requested closed-loop inputroutput behavior in Eq.
14 or Eq. 4 is obtained after cancellations at the process
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modes. For example, combining Eq. 17 with Eq. 13 results in

dy d2 y dy dy d2 yˆ ˆ
M y , qN y , sM y ,ˆ2 2ž / ž / ž /dt dt dtdt dt

dŷ
qN y , , 18Ž .ˆž /dt

from which y will asymptotically approach y, with the speedˆ
of dynamics of Eq. 13, as long as Eq. 13 is stable.

The application of the same nonlinear controller synthesis
method to a linear second-order process in standard form
results in the controller

u s 2�� 1 �Ž .
s 1q q s 19Ž .ž /e s k� 2�� s 2�Ž . cl

when put in transfer-function form. By comparing Eq. 19 with
Eq. 2 it can clearly be seen that this is a standard linear one-

Ž .degree-of-freedom PID controller with gain k s 2��rk� ,c cl
reset time � s2�� , and rate time � s�r2� . The resultingI D

Ž .controller Eq. 19 is identical to the one derived by Rivera et
Ž .al. 1986 using the IMC method.

If it is desired to arbitrarily assign the location of the zero-
pole cancellations instead of having them at the process
modes, an alternative solution to the posed synthesis problem
can be obtained. This can be accomplished using the GLC

Žsynthesis method Kravaris and Chung, 1987; Daoutidis and
. ŽKravaris, 1992 and results in the following controller see

.the Appendix for derivation

dy eˆ
s 20Ž .

dt �cl

dy 1 de � q� e dy yy yˆca cb
usM y , q y q½ 5ž / ž /dt � dt � � � dt � �cl ca cb cl ca cb

dy
qN y , ,ž /dt

with tunable parameters � , � , and � . Comparing Eq. 20cl ca cb
to Eq. 17, it can clearly be seen that both controllers have
ideal derivative action and the same state y, which is a time-ˆ
scaled integral of the error. The manipulated input calcu-
lated in Eq. 20 depends directly on both the error and mea-
sured output. This controller is clearly mixed error-output
feedback, or a two-degree-of-freedom nonlinear PID con-
troller. However, control action is calculated differently in
Eq. 20 than it is in Eq. 17, and this impacts the behavior of

Ž .the closed-loop system. With the controller Eq. 20 applied
to Eq. 13, the closed-loop system follows the dynamics

y y ydŷ sp
s 21Ž .

dt �cl

2 d y y y y y yd y 1 � q� dy yy yŽ . ˆsp spca cb
s q y q2 ž /� dt � � � dt � �dt cl ca cb cl ca cb

Ž . w Ž .x .Substituting y y y r� by dyrdt and 1r� d y y y rdt byˆsp cl cl sp
d2 yrdt2 in Eq. 21, it follows thatˆ

d2 yy y � q� d yy y yy yŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆca cb
q q s0, 22Ž .2 � � dt � �dt ca cb ca cb

and therefore y will asymptotically approach y with timeˆ
constants � and � . Thus, the tunable parameters � andca cb ca
� account for the ‘‘hidden dynamics’’ of the closed-loop sys-cb
tem; the closed-loop system has zero-pole cancellations at
y1r� and y1r� .ca cb

The application of the same nonlinear controller synthesis
method to a linear second-order process in standard form
results in the linear controller

� 2 � q� 1ca cb
u s s q q s e sŽ . Ž .ž /k� � � � � scl ca cb ca cb

2� 1 1 � q� 2�ca cb
y y q y s y s 23Ž . Ž .2ž /k � � � � ��ca cb ca cb

when put in transfer function form. This would be exactly the
same result as if one were to design a controller via polyno-

Žmial equations and solve a Diophantine equation Kailath,
.1980 for the given specifications of closed-loop input�output

behavior and zero-pole cancellations. The two-degree-of-
freedom controller has proportional, integral, and derivative
action in the error, but only proportional and derivative ac-
tion in y. When the process is unstable, the PD action in y
can be interpreted as a prestabilizing inner loop that shifts
the poles to y1r� and y1r� and the PID action in theca cb
error as an outer loop that enforces the desired trajectory.
Notice also, that if � and � are chosen so that � � s� 2

ca cb ca cb
Ž .and � q� s2�� , the controller Eq. 23 becomes identi-ca cb

cally equal to Eq. 19.
It has been shown in this section that if a general nonlinear

controller synthesis method is applied to a nonlinear second-
order process model of relative order 2, a nonlinear PID con-
troller will result. A slight variation on the method can yield
either a one-degree-of-freedom controller, where the zero-
pole cancellations will occur at the process modes, or a two-
degree-of-freedom controller, where the zero-pole cancella-
tions may be arbitrarily assigned. The closed-loop time con-
stant is a tunable parameter, which can be selected in a man-
ner consistent with standard performancerrobustness trade-
offs. The model parameters, or nonlinear functions, will au-
tomatically appear in the control law in a physically meaning-
ful way. The resulting nonlinear controllers are directly linked
to the process, yet easily understandable in the context of
standard linear PID controllers and can be implemented
within the same framework. These points and the applicabil-
ity of the controller quantities for process monitoring will be
discussed in the next section in the context of more specific
chemical engineering processes.

A Practical Interpretation of Results and Examples
of Applications to Chemical Processes

As with all model-based controllers, their performance in
the presence of modeling error, or in other words how accu-
rate the models need to be for good closed-loop performance
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is naturally a concern. Local robustness results are available
Žin the literature Kravaris and Palanki, 1988; Byrnes et al.,

.1997 for general nonlinear input�output linearization meth-
ods. Since these methods were used in deriving the con-
trollers in the previous sections, the controllers obviously in-
herit these results. From the specific form of these con-
trollers, however, it is straightforward to see how modeling
error will be rejected. Relevant quantities that can be used
on-line in a simple process-monitoring scheme, or as a mea-
sure of the accuracy of the model upon which the controller
is based, are inherent in the controller structure.

Consider the case of a first-order nonlinear process, which
is not exactly known, and is represented by

dy
M y qN y su 24Ž . Ž . Ž .p pdt

dy
M y qN y su , 25Ž . Ž . Ž .m mdt

where the subscript p denotes the true process and the sub-
script m denotes the model of the process. The closed-loop
system under the one-degree-of-freedom nonlinear PI con-

Ž .troller Eq. 5 is

y y ydŷ sp
s

dt �cl

y y y N y yN ydy M y Ž . Ž .Ž . ˆˆ sp m pm
s q . 26Ž .

dt M y � M yŽ . Ž .p cl p

When the closed-loop system is at steady state, the following
relations will hold

y s ys sp

u sN y sN y , 27Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆs m s p sp

where the subscript s denotes a steady-state value. A few key
quantities can be used to quantify the difference between the
model and the process or whether an unmeasured disturb-
ance has entered the process. The state of all the controllers
developed in this work y is also an estimate of the measuredˆ
output y. In the absence of modeling error, y will track y.ˆ
The difference yy y is a measure of the error in terms of theˆ

Ž . Ž .process output. Tracking the difference N y yN y pro-ˆm m
vides useful information in quantifying modeling error in
terms of the process input. At steady state, the controller

Ž .forces N y to equal u, and the difference between theseˆm
Ž .quantities and N y is exactly the model error in them

steady-state part of the process model.
ŽIf the two-degree-of-freedom nonlinear PI controller Eq.

.9 is used, the closed-loop system is

y y ydŷ sp
s

dt �cl

y y y N y yN ydy M y yy y Ž . Ž .Ž . ˆsp m pm
s q q . 28Ž .

dt M y � � M yŽ . Ž .p cl c p

When the closed-loop system is at steady state, the following
relations will hold

y s ys sp

y y yŝ s
u sN y qM y sN y . 29Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s m s m s p s�c

In this case, since the location of the zero-pole cancellation is
tunable, the speed with which modeling error is rejected, as
well as the difference yy y, will be different than the one-ˆ
degree-of-freedom controller case. The state of the controller
is still an estimate of the measured output, but the difference

Ž .yy y will depend on � . Tracking N y with u will provideˆ c m
exactly the same useful information in quantifying modeling
error as it did with the one-degree-of-freedom controller. The

Ž .difference N y yu is exactly the modeling error in them s s
steady-state part of the model.

This discussion has focused entirely on first-order systems
and the use of nonlinear PI controllers. The analysis for sec-
ond-order systems and nonlinear PID controllers is essen-
tially the same and will be omitted here for brevity. The
quantities that are useful to track on-line will be the same,

Ž . Ž .only using N � , 0 in place of N � . The use of these quanti-
ties will be demonstrated for PID controllers in the simulated
example in the next section.

Another concern with the implementation of model-based
controllers is the degree to which controller code can be
standardized to allow for minimum long-term maintenance
costs. The form in which controllers were derived in this work
is a good form for direct implementation. The calculation of
the state variable is straightforward and very similar to the
calculation of the integral in a standard linear PI or PID con-
troller. The calculation of the manipulated input remains the
same for each controller, in terms of the M and N functions.
These two functions are all that vary as the model is changed.
Visualizing these two functions as subroutines means that
changing a model is as simple as replacing a subroutine.
Moreover, the rest of the controller will be very similar to the
standard linear controllers that are usually prevalent in in-
dustrial plants. Finally, the M and N functions are directly
tied to a model of the process, which can be included in the
documentation for the controller. These points will be fur-
ther illustrated in a series of examples.

Example 1. Consider a batch reactor with negligible jacket
dynamics and an irreversible, zero-order reaction, A™B. An
energy balance around the reactor yields

dT UA k eyErRT y� HŽ .0
s T yT q . 30Ž .Ž .jdt �c V �c Vp p

The objective is to control the reactor temperature, T , by
manipulating the jacket temperature, T . Either the one-de-j

Ž .gree-of-freedom nonlinear PI Eq. 5 , or the two-degree-of-
Ž .freedom nonlinear PI Eq. 9 can be applied. For this exam-
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ple, Eq. 9 will be applied to Eq. 30, resulting in

ˆ T yTdT sp
s

dt �cl

�C Vp
M T sŽ .

UA

k eyErRT y� HŽ .0
N T sTyŽ .

UA

ˆT yT TyTsp
T sM T q qN T . 31Ž . Ž . Ž .j ž /� �cl c

Ž .For this example, M T is a constant with units of time, and
corresponds to what the time constant of the process would
be if there were no reaction taking place. As stated previ-

Ž .ously, the function N T corresponds to the steady-state value
of the manipulated input, T , and contains the only nonlinear-j
ity of the process. It would be relatively easy to verify both
these functions in practice. The first and fourth parts of these
controllers are not affected by changing the model, as long as
the order of the model is preserved.

Implementation in the form given by Eq. 31 also results in
the quantities needed for on-line monitoring of the process
and model error. The state of the controller would obviously
be available and could easily be compared to the measured

Ž .output. For this two-degree-of-freedom controller, N T is
calculated in determining the control action and can be com-
pared on-line to T as a measure of model error at steadyj
state.

Example 2. Now consider the same batch reactor and re-
action as in Example 1, but with jacket dynamics included:

dT
s� T yT q r T 32Ž . Ž .Ž .1 jdt

dTj
s� TyT q� T yT .Ž . Ž .3 j 2 i j jdt

The substitutions

F �UA UAj j
� s , � s , � s1 2 3�c V m m cp j j pj

k eyErRT y� HŽ .0
r T sŽ .

�c Vp

have been made to simplify the development of the con-
troller. By eliminating the state variable T , the system givenj
by Eq. 32 can be put into the input�output form realized by
the following second-order differential equation:

2d T dr dT
q � q� q� y TŽ .1 2 32 dT dtdt

y � q� r T q� � TyT s0. 33Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 3 1 2 ji

The objective now is to control the reactor temperature, T ,
by manipulating the jacket inlet temperature, T . Either aji
one-degree-of-freedom nonlinear PID controller or a two-de-
gree-of-freedom nonlinear PID controller can be applied to
this process. For this example, the one-degree-of-freedom

Ž .nonlinear ideal PID controller Eq. 17 will be applied, to
Eq. 33, resulting in

ˆ T yTdT sp
s

dt �cl

ˆdT 1
ˆM T , sž /dt � �1 2

ˆ ˆdT 1 1 � 1 dr dT3ˆ ˆN T , s q q y TŽ .ž / ˆdt � � � � � � dtdT1 2 1 2 1 2

1 �3 ˆ ˆy q r T qTŽ .ž /� � �1 1 2

ˆ ˆd T yTdT 1 dTspˆ ˆT sM T , qN T , 34Ž .ji ž / ž /dt � dt dtcl

Again, in this example, M is a constant. Here it has units of
time squared and is related to time constants for certain parts

Ž .of the process. The function N T ,0 corresponds to the
steady-state value of T . The nonlinearity of the process isji
reflected in the controller exclusively through N. As would
be expected for a second-order system of relative order 2,
both the reaction rate and the derivative of the reaction rate
are important for controlling the process. Notice that the first
and fourth parts of these controllers are not affected by
changing the model, as long as the order of the model is pre-
served. In Eq. 34 a derivative of the error T yT is requiredsp
in the controller. This is analogous to the derivative, which is

Ž .required in the standard linear PID controller Eq. 2 , and
can be implemented in a similar manner.

As with the nonlinear PI controller, implementation of the
nonlinear PID controllers in the form given by Eq. 34 results
in the quantities needed for on-line monitoring of the pro-
cess and model error. The state of the controller is available
and could easily be compared to the measured output. In the

ˆŽ .one-degree-of-freedom controller, N T ,0 can be obtained
from the controller calculations, and it would be one simple

Ž .additional calculation to have N T ,0 available on-line as well.
These quantities can be tracked along with T for detectionji
and estimation of steady-state modeling error.

Simulation Example
The examples of the previous section illustrated the possi-

ble forms of nonlinear PI and PID controllers for some
chemical systems where the application of the controllers was
relatively straightforward. Since the systems actually were
first- or second-order processes, simulation results for these
examples are predictable. In this section, a more complex
chemical system is used to illustrate model order reduction
and application of the proposed controllers. Simulation re-
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sults are presented to demonstrate the resulting closed-loop
performance.

Consider a nonisothermal CSTR with the following homo-
geneous chemical reaction taking place inside the reactor

A™B.

It is assumed that the preceding chemical reaction is taking
place in the liquid phase. Moreover, it is considered to be
nonelementary, with the overall reaction following the kinetic
rate law

K T CŽ . A
rs r s . 35Ž .�B 1qK T CŽ . A

This rate law is obtained when the reaction mechanism con-
Ž .sists of the following elementary reaction steps Fogler, 1992

Ž . �1 An intermediate species A is formed from A

k1 �6A A .

Ž . �2 The resulting active intermediate A collides with A

k 2� 6A q A Aq A.

Ž .3 Or it spontaneously decomposes to form B

k3� 6A B.

The active intermediate A� has a very short lifetime because
of its high reactivity and is considered to be present in low
concentrations. The preceding conditions validate the
pseudo-steady-state hypothesis, which states that the total
rate of A� should be equal to zero. Under these assump-
tions, the overall rate of formation of B, Eq. 35, results.

The controlled output is the reactor temperature and it is
assumed that the jacket temperature can be directly manipu-
lated. Under standard assumptions, the full-order dynamic
model of the CSTR is

dC F K T CŽ .A A
s C yC y 36Ž .Ž . �A ,in Adt V 1qK T CŽ . A

UA TyTdT F y� H K T CŽ . Ž . Ž .jA
s T yT q y ,Ž . �indt V �c 1qK T C �c VŽ .p A p

37Ž .

where

yE
K T sk exp 38Ž . Ž .0 ž /RT

yE�

� �K T sk exp 39Ž . Ž .0 ž /RT

The preceding process model, given by Eqs. 36�39, is
clearly second order. However, in particular regions of opera-

tion, simplifications can be made that naturally lead to a
first-order dynamic process model. At high concentrations of
the reactant A, where K �C �1, the overall kinetic rate lawA
Ž .Eq. 35 simplifies to:

K T C K TŽ . Ž .A
rf s . 40Ž .� �K T C K TŽ . Ž .A

Thus, under these conditions, the apparent reaction-order is
Ž .zero Fogler, 1992 . The dynamic process model for the CSTR

can then be approximated by the first-order model

UA TyTdT F y� H K TŽ . Ž . Ž .j
s T yT q y 41Ž .Ž . �indt V �c K T �c VŽ .p p

along with Eqs. 38 and 39. This model can then be used to
synthesize PI controllers as long as the CSTR operates in a
region where the approximation given by Eq. 40 is valid. Sim-
ulations of one- and two-degree-of-freedom nonlinear PI
controllers have been performed, and the results are avail-
able from the authors. Presentation of these results has been
omitted from this article in favor of the results that follow.

If the jacket temperature cannot be directly manipulated,
then the dynamics of a heatingrcooling system must also be
considered. If the reactor is a jacketed vessel, a jacket energy
balance can be included

dT F �UAj j j
s TyT q T yT , 42Ž .Ž . Ž .j ji jdt m c mj p jj

Using the simplification made to the reaction rate, an ap-
proximate model for the system with jacket dynamics is then
given by Eqs. 41 and 42. This system is second order with
relative order two, and can be used as the basis to synthesize
PID controllers. Eliminating the state T from Eqs. 41 andj
42, a second-order ODE is obtained that represents the
input�output behavior of the process. It is of the form of Eq.
13 with

�c V mdT p j
M T , s 43Ž .ž /dt UA F �j j

m �c V �c V m �c FdT j p p j p
N T , s q q qž / ½dt F � F � c UA F � UAj j j j p j jj

�m y� H V K T EyE dTŽ . Ž .j
y qT� 2 5F � UA K T dtRTŽ .j j

1 1 1 1
y q �c F T yT y qŽ .Ž .p inF � c UA F � c UAj j p j j pj j

K TŽ .
� y� H V 44Ž . Ž .�K TŽ .

The operating region over which Eq. 41 is a reasonable
approximation to Eqs. 36 and 37 will depend on the values of
the parameters in the models. For the purpose of this simula-
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Table 1. Parameter Values for the Example Process
3Vs2 m y� Hs40,000 kJrkmol

3 Ž .Fs0.0004 mrs Rs8.345 kJr kmol �K
T s295 K Es50,000 kJrkmoli n

�3C s10 kmolrm E s5,000 kJrkmolA , i n
6 y1Ž .UAs3 kJr s �K K s6�10 s0

� 3Ž .c s4.2 kJr kg �K K s1200 mrkmolp 0
3�s1,000 kgrm m s378.35 kgi

3Ž .c s3.2 kJr kg �K F s0.001 mrsp i j
3� s700 kgrmi

tion study, the parameter values given in Table 1 are used.
The steady-state input�output behavior of both the true sys-

Ž . Žtem Eqs. 36�37, 42 and the approximate system Eqs. 41
.and 42 is shown in Figure 1. The approximate system tracks

the true system well, until the reactor temperature ap-
proaches 365 K, at which point it diverges. With the jacket
dynamics included, the reactor has three steady states, with

Žan unstable middle steady state see Russo and Bequette,
1995, for a dynamic analysis of jacketed CSTRs exhibiting

.nonlinear behavior . The one-degree-of-freedom PID con-
trollers are necessarily restricted to operation at the lower-
temperature steady state, which covers conversion up to ap-
proximately 60%. Naturally, in this region the nonlinear be-
havior of the process will be less pronounced. In all the simu-
lations that follow, ideal derivatives of the error andror out-
put were used. In practice, a filter or approximation of the
derivative would normally be used. Exactly the same ideas
can be applied to the derivative modes in the linear and non-
linear controllers. For the sake of brevity and simplicity, these
approximations are not used. Instead, to avoid a large spike
of derivative action when step changes in the set point are
introduced, only ramp changes in the setpoint will be used.

The nonlinear PID controllers presented in this work are
synthesized using Eqs. 43 and 44. For comparison purposes,
simulations with appropriate linear PID controllers are also
shown. The controllers are based on the linearization of the
model of Eqs. 41 and 42 around an operating steady state.
This is of the form of a standard linear second-order model,

Figure 1. Steady-state behavior of actual and approxi-
mate systems.

Figure 2. Response to changes in setpoint, both in-
crease and decrease, for one degree-of-free-
dom linear and nonlinear PID controllers.

where the static gain, time constant, and damping factor are
calculated from the following relations

� 2

sM T ,0 45Ž .Ž .sk

2�� � N
s T ,0 46Ž .Ž .sdTk

� ž /dt

1 � N
s T ,0 , 47Ž .Ž .sk � T

where T is the reactor temperature around which the systems
is being linearized.

The results using one-degree-of-freedom linear PID and
nonlinear PID controllers are shown in Figure 2. The re-
sponses of an increase in setpoint, from 335 K to 345 K, and
a decrease in setpoint, from 345 K to 335 K, are shown in the
same figure. The desired closed-loop time constant for both
controllers is � s900 s. Since these controllers are operatingcl
in the open-loop stable region, the conversion at these condi-
tions is low and the nonlinearity is not very pronounced. With
the linear controller, the response is slightly more sluggish
for the increase in setpoint and overshoots slightly for the
decrease in setpoint when compared to the nonlinear con-
troller. The nonlinear controller quickly and smoothly reaches
the final value of the setpoint regardless of direction.

Similar results for the two-degree-of-freedom linear and
nonlinear PID controllers are shown in Figure 3. In this case
the desired closed-loop time constant is � s900 s and thecl
location of the zero-pole cancellations are assigned to � sca
1800 s and � s1800 s. This figure shows the two-degree-of-cb
freedom controllers operating in an open-loop unstable re-
gion, with an increase in setpoint from 355 K to 360 K, and a
decrease in setpoint from 360 K to 355 K. The linear con-
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Figure 3. Response to step changes, both increase and
decrease, for two-degree-of-freedom linear
and nonlinear PID controllers.

troller is now noticeably sluggish for the increase in setpoint
and overshoots the setpoint by several degrees for the de-

Figure 4. Response of one-degree-of-freedom nonlin-
ear PID controller showing tracking of model
error between approximate and true process.

Figure 5. Response of one-degree-of-freedom nonlin-
ear PID controller to unmeasured 20% drop in
F, demonstrating process monitoring and
quantification of model error.

crease in setpoint. The nonlinear controller, however,
smoothly reaches the final setpoint value regardless of the
direction of the change.

The use of the model-based quantities for monitoring the
process and a measure of model error is illustrated in Figures
4 and 5 for the one-degree-of-freedom nonlinear PID con-
troller. In Figure 4, the state of the controller is initialized at
the temperature set point of 345 K, leading to a steady-state
value of the inlet jacket temperature that could be calculated

ˆfrom the approximate model. The movement in T and Tji
results from the model error between the approximate model
Ž .Eq. 41 for the reactor dynamics and the actual dynamics

ˆŽ .Eqs. 36�37 . The speed with which T moves corresponds to
the location of the zero-pole cancellations in closed-loop.

Ž .Similarly, the difference between N T ,0 and T correspondsji
ˆŽ .to the model error at 345 K, and N T ,0 approaches T as itji

levels off. The same plots are shown in Figure 5 for an un-
measured 20% step decrease in the process flow rate, F. In
the presence of this large disturbance, the controlled temper-

ˆature changes by only a little more than a degree, but T and
Ž .the difference between T and N T ,0 show large changes. Ifji
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Figure 6. Response of two-degree-of-freedom nonlin-
ear PID controller showing tracking of model
error between approximate and true process.

these quantities were used to monitor the process, it would
be obvious that a large change in conditions had taken place.

The same scenarios are shown in Figures 6 and 7 for the
two-degree-of-freedom nonlinear PID controller, but at the
operating point of 360 K instead of 345 K. The tuning of �ca
and � at 1800 s is faster than the normal modes of thecb
process and the errors are rejected more quickly. Naturally,

ˆthe difference between T and T in Figure 6 is much greater
since the reactor is being operated at a point where there is
more error between the approximate model and the actual
process. This is also indicated, but to a lesser degree, by the

Ž .difference between T and N T ,0 . In Figure 7, the maxi-ji
mum deviation between the measured temperature and the
setpoint in response to the unmeasured 20% decrease in F is
a little over 7 degrees. However, the difference between T

ˆand T is over 40 degrees, clearly indicating a disturbance has
entered the process. Notice, at this operating point that the
process is more nonlinear and the conversion is higher. Quick
detection and correction would be extremely important, and
the use of the measures for on-line monitoring purposes could
be very useful.

Conclusions
This work has shown that nonlinear PI and PID controllers

result from the application of nonlinear controller design

Figure 7. Response of two-degree-of-freedom nonlin-
ear PID controller to unmeasured 20% drop in
F, demonstrating process monitoring and
quantification of model error.

methods to nonlinear first- and second-order systems. The
resulting controllers, based on nonlinear model-based synthe-
sis methods, are in a convenient form for industrial imple-
mentation. Some of the quantities used in the controller have
also been shown to be useful for monitoring the process and
quantifying modeling error. Several chemical engineering ex-
amples were used to illustrate the resulting control laws. A
simulation example further demonstrated the performance of
these nonlinear controllers, as well as their useful process-
monitoring quantities.

Notation
Ž .c sheat capacity of the reactor contents, kJr kg �Kp

C sconcentration of A in the exit stream, kmolrm3
A
escontroller error signal

Ž .Esactivation energy in K T , kJrkmol
� �Ž .E sactivation energy for K T , kJrkmol

Fsprocess flow rate, m3rs
ksprocess static gain

k scontroller proportional gainc
Ž . y1k spreexponential factor for K T , s0

� �Ž . 3k spreexponential factor for K T , mrkmol0
msmass of material in examples, kg
Msfunction of process output related to process dynamics
Nsfunction of process output related to steady-state value of

manipulated input
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Ž .Rsgas-law constant, kJr kmol �K
ssLaplace transform variable

Tsreactor temperature in examples, K
usmanipulated input

ŽUAsoverall heat-transfer times the area for heat transfer, kJr s �
.K

Vsvolume of the reactor in examples, m3

ysmeasured process output

Greek letters
y� Hsoverall heat of reaction, kJrkmol

�sdensity of the reactor contents, kgrm3

� stime constant of first-order linear process, or natural period
of second-order linear process

� stime constant related to zero-pole cancellation in first-orderc
systems

� stime constant related to zero-pole cancellation in second-ca
order systems

� stime constant related to zero-pole cancellation in second-cb
order systems

� sclosed-loop time constantcl
� scontroller rate timeD
� scontroller reset timeI
� sdamping factor of second-order linear process

Subscripts
insinlet variable in examples

jsjacket variable in examples
jisinlet jacket variable in examples

msmodel variable
psprocess variable
sssteady-state value

spsset point
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Appendix
Deri©ation of one-degree-of-freedom nonlinear PI
controller

Consider the model state-feedback controller structure
shown in Figure A1. The control law is derived by specifying
the blocks of the control structure and combining the results.
The blocks of the structure for the process given by Eq. 3 are
as follows

Open-Loop Observer

dy uyN yŽ .ˆ ˆ
s . A1Ž .

dt M yŽ .ˆ

Corrected Setpoint Calculation

®s y y yq y. A2Ž .ˆsp

Figure A1. GLC-based model state-feedback controller.
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Figure A2. Basic GLC controller with state measure-
ment.

Input�Output Linearizing State Feedback

®y ŷ
usM y qN y . A3Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ

�cl

Combining Eqs. A1�A3 leads directly to the overall control
law

y y ydy ˆˆ sp
s

dt �cl

y y ŷsp
usM y qN y , A4Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ

�cl

which is exactly the result given by Eq. 5.

Deri©ation of two-degree-of-freedom nonlinear PI controller
Consider the basic GLC controller structure shown in Fig-

ure A2. The control law is derived by specifying the individ-
ual blocks and combining the results. For the process given
by Eq. 3, the input�output linearizing feedback is given by

®y y
usM y qN y . A5Ž . Ž . Ž .

�c

This induces linear dynamics between ® and y, with time
constant �c

dy
� q ys®. A6Ž .c dt

The external controller is a standard one-degree-of-freedom
PI controller synthesized for the linear inner ®y y system
Ž . Ž .Eq. A6 . Applying the general result Eq. 5 shown earlier to
Eq. A6 results in

y y ydŷ sp
s

dt �cl

�c
®s y y y q y. A7Ž . Ž .ˆsp�cl

Combining Eq. 5 and Eq. A7 yields

y y ydŷ sp
s

dt �cl

y y y yy yˆsp
usM y q qN y , A8Ž . Ž . Ž .

� �cl c

which is exactly the controller given by Eq. 9.

Deri©ation of one-degree-of-freedom nonlinear PID
controller

Consider the model-state feedback controller structure
shown in Figure A1. The control law is derived by specifying
the blocks of the control structure and combining the results.
The blocks of the structure for the process given by Eq. 13
are as follows

Open-Loop Observer

dŷ
s ŝ

dt

ds uyN y , sŽ .ˆ ˆ ˆ
s . A9Ž .

dt M y , sŽ .ˆ ˆ

Corrected Set Point Calculation

®s y y yq y. A10Ž .ˆsp

Input�Output Linearizing State Feedback:

®y yy � q� � sŽ .ˆ ˆcl cl
usM y , s qN y , s . A11Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ�� �cl cl

Combining Eqs. A9�A11 leads directly to the overall control
law

dŷ
s ŝ

dt

y y y y � q� � sds Ž . Ž .ˆˆ sp cl cl
s �dt � �cl cl

y y y y � q� � sŽ . Ž .ˆsp cl cl
usM y , s qN y , s , A12Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ�� �cl cl

which is a rearrangement of the one given by Eq. 15.

Deri©ation of two-degree-of-freedom nonlinear PID
controller

Consider the basic GLC controller shown in Figure A2.
The control law is derived by specifying the individual blocks
and combining the results. For the process given by Eq. 13,
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the input�output linearizing feedback is given by

dy
®y yy � q�Ž .ca cbdy dydtusM y , qN y , . A13Ž .ž / ž /dt � � dtca cb

This induces linear dynamics between ® and y, with time
constants � and � :ca cb

d2 y dy
� � q � q� q ys®. A14Ž . Ž .ca cb cl cb2 dtdt

The external controller is a standard one-degree-of-freedom
ideal PID controller synthesized for the linear inner ®y y

Ž . Ž .system Eq. A14 . Applying the general result Eq. 17 shown
earlier to Eq. A14 results in

y y ydŷ sp
s

dt �cl

d y y y� � � q�Ž .spca cb ca cb
®s q y y y q y. A15Ž . Ž .ˆsp� dt �cl cl

Combining Eq. A13 and Eq. A15 yields

y y ydŷ sp
s

dt �cl

d y y y y y ydy 1 � q� dyŽ .sp spca cb
usM y , q y½ž / ž /dt � dt � � � dtcl ca cb cl

yy y dyˆ
q qN y , , A16Ž .5 ž /� � dtca cb

which is exactly the controller given by Eq. 20.
Manuscript recei®ed Apr. 12, 1999, and re®ision recei®ed Apr. 4, 2001.
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